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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu

Creator: Smithsonian Networks (Firm), Smithsonian Channel

Title: Productions

Dates: 2009-2010

Quantity: 0.46 cu. ft. (0.46 non-standard size boxes)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 12-188, Smithsonian Networks (Firm), Smithsonian Channel, Productions

Access Restriction
Special restrictions on use of these materials apply. See Record of Transfer, Appendix B, Transferring office; Record of Transfer, August 25, 2009; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

Smithsonian Networks is a joint venture between Showtime Networks and the Smithsonian Institution. It was formed to create channels featuring programs largely inspired by the assets of the Smithsonian Institution, the world's largest museum and research complex. Smithsonian Channel features award-winning original documentaries, series and ground-breaking programs highlighting America's historical, cultural and scientific heritage. This accession consists of programs created for the Smithsonian Channel that cover a range of topics including aeronautics, astronautics, science, nature, and American culture and history. Materials are in electronic format.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
100 Years of Natural History (Television program)
Aerial America (Television series)
Aeronautics
Amazing Plants (Television program)
America Wild and Wacky (Television series)
America's Lost Submarine (Television program)
Asteroid Trackers (Television program)
Astronautics
Baby Planet (Television series)
Battle for the Atlantic (Television series)
Concorde: Flying Supersonic (Television program)
Cromwell: God’s Executioner (Television series)
Documentary television programs
Educational television programs
Electrified: The Guitar Revolution (Television program)
Gallipoli (Television program)
Hindenburg: The Untold Story (Television program)
Hittites (Television program)
Hydrotech (Television series)
Inside the Music (Television series)
Japanese Bow: Built to Kill (Television program)
Martin Clunes: A Man and His Dogs Best Friends (Television program)
Martin Clunes: A Man and His Dogs Origins (Television program)
Museums and television
Nature
Panda Breeding Diary (Television program)
Parthenon “Roadworth” (Television program)
Raven Tales (Television series)
Running with Wolves (Television program)
Science — History
Seed Hunters (Television program)
Seizing Justice: The Greensboro 4 (Television program)
Smithsonian Spotlight (Television series)
South Sea Pearls (Television program)
Stealth: Flying Invisible (Television program)
System Crash (Television series)
Tattoo Odyssey (Television program)
The Re-Inventors (Television series)
The Real Story (Television series)
The Rivals (Television program)
The Roman Invasion of Britain (Television series)
The Sword (Television series)
Uncommon Courage: Breakout at Chosin (Television program)
Undersea Edens (Television series)
Zoo Vets: Claws, Paws, and Fins (Television program)
Types of Materials:
- Digital versatile discs
- Electronic records

Names:
- Showtime Networks
- Smithsonian Institution
- Smithsonian Networks (Firm)
## Container Listing

**Box 1**

- 100 Years of Natural History, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Arkansas, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: California, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Connecticut, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Rhode Island, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Tennessee, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Vermont, 46:30 minutes
- Aerial America: Virginia, 46:30 minutes
- Amazing Plants, 46:30 minutes
- America's Lost Submarine, 46:30 minutes
- America Wild and Wacky, Episode 104, 46:30 minutes
- America Wild and Wacky, Episode 105, 46:30 minutes
- America Wild and Wacky, Episode 106, 46:30 minutes
- Asteroid Trackers, 44:30 minutes
- Baby Planet: Human Intervention, 46:30 minutes
- Baby Planet: Intensive Care, 46:30 minutes
- Baby Planet: Saving Species, 46:30 minutes
- Baby Planet: Deliverance, 46:30 minutes
- Baby Planet: Survival Skills, 46:30 minutes
- Battle for the Atlantic, Episode 1 (Wolfpack Rising), 46:30 minutes
- Battle for the Atlantic, Episode 2 (The Hunt), 46:30 minutes
- Battle for the Atlantic, Episode 3 (The Brink of Defeat), 46:30 minutes
- Battle for the Atlantic, Episode 4 (Death Blow), 46:30 minutes
- Concorde: Flying Supersonic, 72:30 minutes
- Cromwell: God's Executioner, Episode 1, 46:30 minutes
- Cromwell: God's Executioner, Episode 2, 46:30 minutes
Electrified: The Guitar Revolution, 46:30 minutes

Gallipoli, 92:30 minutes

Garden Secrets, Episode 1 (Urban Gardening), 26:30 minutes

Garden Secrets, Episode 2 (Flower Power), 26:30 minutes

Genius of Design, Episode 1 (Ghosts in the Machine), 46:00 minutes

Genius of Design, Episode 2 (Designs for Living), 46:00 minutes

Genius of Design, Episode 3 (Blueprints for War), 46:00 minutes

Genius of Design, Episode 4 (Better Living Through Chemistry), 46:00 minutes

Genius of Design, Episode 5 (Objects of Desire), 46:00 minutes

Grizzly, 46:30 minutes

Hindenburg: The Untold Story, 100:00 minutes

Hittites, 2:03:23 hours

Hydrotech: Earth Race, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Fireboats, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Ice Wreck, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Panama, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: San Francisco, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Saving Venice, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Taming the Mississippi, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Turkey, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Underwater CSI, 46:30 minutes

Hydrotech: Wired Sharks, 46:30 minutes

Inside the Music: The Accordion Kings, 46:30 minutes

Inside the Music: All You Need is Klaus, 46:30 minutes

Japanese Bow: Built to Kill, 46:30 minutes

Martin Clunes: A Man and His Dogs Origins, 46:30 minutes

Martin Clunes: A Man and His Dogs Best Friends, 46:30 minutes

Panda Breeding Diary, 46:30 minutes

Parthenon "Roadsworth," 72:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 2 (Raven the First People), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 3 (The Sea Wolf), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 4 (Gone Fishing), 22:30 minutes

Box 2
Raven Tales, Episode 5 (Love and War), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 6 (Bald Eagle), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 7 (Child of Tears), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 8 (Howl at the Moon), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 9 (Raven and the Coyote), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 10 (Raven Gets Sick), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 11 (The Rough Face Girl), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 12 (The Flood), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 13 (The Gathering), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 14 (Dream, Dream, Dream), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 15 (Dog Days), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 16 (Great Bear Rock), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 17 (Baby Blues), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 18 (Starlight, Starbright), 22:30 minutes
Raven Tales, Episode 19 (The Games), 22:30 minutes
Running with Wolves, 46:30 minutes
Seed Hunters, 46:30 minutes
Seizing Justice: The Greensboro 4, 46:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: Making a Winning Portrait, Episode 301, 26:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: Bug House, Episode 302, 46:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: Transforming America's History, Episode 303, 26:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: National Design Awards 10th Anniversary, Episode 304, 46:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: Seeking Deep Sea Treasures, Episode 306, 26:30 minutes
Smithsonian Spotlight: Peacock Room, Episode 307, 26:30 minutes
South Sea Pearls, 46:30 minutes
Stealth: Flying Invisible, 46:30 minutes
System Crash: Maxed Out Grid, Episode 1, 46:30 minutes
System Crash: Break & Enter, Episode 2, 46:30 minutes
System Crash: Motion Control, Episode 3, 46:30 minutes
System Crash: Wired Planet, Episode 4, 46:30 minutes
Tattoo Odyssey, 46:00 minutes
The Real Story: Casino, Episode 1, 46:30 minutes
The Real Story: The Exorcist, Episode 2, 46:30 minutes
The Real Story: The Bourne Identity, Episode 3, 46:30 minutes
The Real Story: Silence of the Lambs, Episode 4, 46:30 minutes
The Real Story: The Hunt for Red October, Episode 5, 46:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 22 (Fire Fighting), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 23 (Double Barreled Cannon), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 24 (Life at Sea), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 25 (Syrian Torpedo), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 26 (Bourne Submarine), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 27 (Hydraulic Saw), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 28 (Wind Wagon), 22:30 minutes
The Re-Inventors, Episode 29 (Ned Kelly), 22:30 minutes
The Rivals, 92:30 minutes
The Roman Invasion of Britain, Episode 1 (The Onslaught), 45:30 minutes
The Roman Invasion of Britain, Episode 2 (Revolt), 45:30 minutes
The Roman Invasion of Britain, Episode 3 (Dominion), 45:30 minutes
The Sword, Episode 1, 46:30 minutes
The Sword, Episode 2, 46:30 minutes
Uncommon Courage: Breakout at Chosin, 46:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: Jungle to Reef (Episode 1), 26:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: Coral Kingdoms (Episode 2), 26:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: Desert to Reef (Episode 3), 26:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: The Frozen Isle (Episode 4), 26:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: The Majestic South (Episode 5), 26:30 minutes
Undersea Edens: Predator's Paradise (Episode 6), 26:30 minutes
Zoo Vets: Claws, Paws, and Fins, 68:30 minutes